
The staged rocket attack of Kiev

Figure 1 Photo Credit Anadolu Agency  Source htps://theasiatoday.org/russia/russia-hits-bridge-in-

ukrainian-capital-kyiv%EF%BF%BC/

by Nils

The purpose of this artcle is to show you that the Russian and Ukrainian regimes coordinate their 

terror. The confict has nothing to do with war since the two regimes do not fght each other. Their 

terror is real however, only the war is fake.

We are going to look at the October 10, 2022 ‘rocket atack’ in the centre of Kiev at the crossing of 

Boulevard Shevchenko and Vulitsa Volodimirska1. This was the most advertsed event of the day and 

many news agencies chose to publish photos and flm. 

The locaton of the event was selected conveniently in an area with no residental buildings. This 

removed the problem of people seeing and flming from their windows that a rocket atack was being

staged. 

1Бульвар Шевченка, Вулица Володимирська



The crime scene was surrounded by a building of the ministry of educaton, the University library, the

Shevchenko Park and another University building. 

Another ‘rocket’ landed in the Shevchenko Park, a hundred meters south of our crime scene. We are 

not going to look at that event. 

How do we know the event was staged? The producton agency that organised this event chose to 

give us a very easy clue by removing most, if not all, license plates from the flm props used in the 

event. Maybe the cars came straight from the junkyard and didn’t have license plates. In Ukraine you

are obliged to have two license plates on your car and virtually all cars in Ukraine drive with two 

plates.

Why would these people give away such a simple clue? Because it doesn’t mater. People don’t 

follow the news with the intenton to look at the facts. People only follow the crowd and the news 

tells them where the crowd is going. The queston whether the news is real is irrelevant.

Before we show you the missing license plates let me frst give you a good overview of the crime 

scene.



Figure 2 Bulvard Shevchenko facing west, towards ministry of educaton Source CNN/ Gleb Garanich/Reuters 
htps://editon.cnn.com/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-10-10-22/h_69c4758181a236e46b83012a9e1519db



Figure 3 Vul. Volodimirska facing north, the domed building is Teacher's House  Source CNN, Gleb Garanich/Reuters/ 
htps://editon.cnn.com/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-10-10-22/h_d28f8b25a2e711a7faadb4f69bb884

Figure 4 facing south west Source: REUTERS - VALENTYN OGIRENKO/ 
htps://www.modernghana.com/news/1188055/ukrainian-capital-kyiv-rocked-by-series-of-powerfu.html



Figure 5 North lane of Bulvard Shevchenko facing east  Source: REUTERS/Gleb Garanich / 
htps://www.pbs.org/newshour/world/russian-ofcials-commentators-call-for-more-missile-strikes-on-ukraine

Missing license plate on the black car.

Figure 6 facing north-east Blvd Shevchenko Source Ukrinform via ZUMA/ htps://worldcrunch.com/in-the-news/kyiv-
strikes



Now we are going to count the cars without license plates. 

Figure 7 Photographer unknown, Source htps://shnyagi.net/669283-EHkho-vcherashnejj-kalibrovki-panika-v-Kieve-
i.htm

The silver and grey cars have no license plates. Since the plates do not face the explosion we can 

assume that something else caused the removal of the plates.

https://shnyagi.net/669283-EHkho-vcherashnejj-kalibrovki-panika-v-Kieve-i.htm
https://shnyagi.net/669283-EHkho-vcherashnejj-kalibrovki-panika-v-Kieve-i.htm


Figure 8 Source EPA/ htps://gordonua.com/news/war/ataka-rf-na-kiev-10-oktyabrya-35-postradavshih-vse-eshche-
nahodyatsya-v-bolnicah-1630972.html

The white car on the far right has no license plates on both sides of the  car.

https://gordonua.com/news/war/ataka-rf-na-kiev-10-oktyabrya-35-postradavshih-vse-eshche-nahodyatsya-v-bolnicah-1630972.html
https://gordonua.com/news/war/ataka-rf-na-kiev-10-oktyabrya-35-postradavshih-vse-eshche-nahodyatsya-v-bolnicah-1630972.html


Figure 9 Source twiter htps://twiter.com/News24Subscribe/status/1579493725667209216

The car on the lef has no license plates on both sides. Notce that on the white car the door handle is

missing. I guess the car came straight from the junkyard.  The white car has a plate on the ground.  

Maybe it was blown of. . . or maybe they removed it to prevent ID, as with the rest, just forgetng to

take it away or fip it over.  Looks like AI 9379, with the rest unreadable for me.  If anyone wants to 

try to run it.    

You get the point.  

htps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nEJ0H9nkIbU&feature=youtu.be 

If you watch this video with great crisis actors you will fnd proof that the white car and the car in 

front have no license plates. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nEJ0H9nkIbU&feature=youtu.be


Figure 10 flm stll  Source: Youtube Новости     Россия     Украина     США / 

htps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nEJ0H9nkIbU 

Together with other footage you can show that apart from one undamaged car, a Mini, all the cars in 

the above photo have no plates. That makes a total of nine cars with at least one plate missing. What

are the odds?

Some more crisis actors if you don’t have enough, and…

htps://detaly.co.il/hronika-vojny-rossijskie-vojska-perebrasyvayutsya-na-yug-chtoby-sderzhat-

nastuplenie-vsu-na-herson/

… this: 

https://detaly.co.il/hronika-vojny-rossijskie-vojska-perebrasyvayutsya-na-yug-chtoby-sderzhat-nastuplenie-vsu-na-herson/
https://detaly.co.il/hronika-vojny-rossijskie-vojska-perebrasyvayutsya-na-yug-chtoby-sderzhat-nastuplenie-vsu-na-herson/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nEJ0H9nkIbU
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_fyoDBf9ZoPdM2q1FTQdbg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_fyoDBf9ZoPdM2q1FTQdbg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_fyoDBf9ZoPdM2q1FTQdbg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_fyoDBf9ZoPdM2q1FTQdbg


I leave the comments on this one to Miles.  A headless dummy with no arms?  How far of are we 

supposed to think that head and arm is blown?  No head, no arms, no blood.  Amazing.

So yes, this is very strange damage for a rocket atack on a major city.  The rockets managed to hit 

nothing but a few cars?  We have some burning cars and a couple of holes in the road that could 



have been caused by dynamite.  Do you really think that an atack by Russia on Kiev would look like 

this?  Targetng a few cars?  Because I guess Putn really hates cheap old cars.    


